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ABSTRACT
There are still no established methods for the evaluation of
browsing and exploratory search tools. In the (multimedia)
information retrieval community evaluations following the
Cranfield paradigm (as e.g. used in TRECVID) have been
widely adopted. We have applied two TRECVID style fact
finding approaches (retrieval and question answering tasks)
and a user survey to the evaluation of a video browsing tool.
We analyze the correlation between the results of the dif-
ferent methods, whether different aspects can be evaluated
independently with the survey, and if a learning effect can
be measured with the different methods. The results show
that the retrieval task correlates better with the user expe-
rience according to the survey than the question answering
tasks. It turns out that the survey rather measures the gen-
eral user experience while different aspects of the usability
cannot be analyzed independently.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Mul-
timedia Information Systems—Video; H.5.2 [User Inter-
faces]: [Evaluation/methodology]; H.3.3 [Information Stor-
age and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval

General Terms
Experimentation, Human Factors, Measurement

Keywords
video browsing, evaluation, user study

1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing amount of multimedia data being pro-

duced, there is growing demand for more efficient ways of
supporting exploration and navigation of multimedia data.
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Multimedia content abstraction methods are complementary
to search and retrieval approaches, as they allow for explo-
ration of an unknown content set, without the requirement
to specify a query in advance. Interactive video browsing
tools are examples of using multimedia content abstraction
techniques for exploring large sets of video data.

As pointed out in [11] and also evident from [13] eval-
uation of browsing and exploratory search tools is still an
open issue. In the information retrieval and multimedia
information retrieval community evaluations following the
Cranfield paradigm, which is also used by the TREC (text)
and TRECVID (video) [9] retrieval benchmarks, has been
widely adopted. This type of evaluation is system or com-
ponent centric and answers a well defined information need,
i.e. question answering or fact finding. In browsing or ex-
ploratory search the user’s information need may not be
well-defined [12]. User centric evaluation methods such as
surveys take the context of the user’s task when using a
system into account. The issue of limited correspondence
between these evaluation methods has been discussed for
information retrieval systems [10].

Most of the literature on evaluation of exploratory search
deals with text documents. In the multimedia domain rather
evaluation approaches for summarization and skimming sys-
tems can be found, which often deal only with single mul-
timedia documents but not with collections. The follow-
ing classes of evaluation approaches have been proposed (of
course combinations of the methods from different classes
are sometimes used).

Survey The users are asked about their experience with
the tool, their satisfaction with the results and the
relevance of certain features of the tool (e.g. [7]). This
type of evaluation does not require any ground truth
or specific preparation of a data set.

Analysis of system logs This approach uses either server-
side logs [1] or specific client applications that log user
actions [4]. The main advantage is that evaluation
does not interfere with the user’s usage of the sys-
tem and that the approach can be used for long-term
studies. However, comparison across different types of
tasks and systems might be difficult.

Question answering Users are asked fact finding ques-
tions about the content in order to evaluate whether
they have found the correct segment of content or were
able to extract information from the collection of mul-
timedia documents (e.g. [5]). The questions can be
open or in the form of a multiple choice test (quiz).



The correctness of answers to open questions needs to
be checked by a human, while multiple choice tests can
be very efficiently evaluated once the ground truth for
a specific data set has been created.

Indirect evaluation The user performs a task using the
tool or system. Based on the success of this task the
effectiveness of the tool can be measured. The task
can for example be a content retrieval task [2] or gath-
ering information from a meeting archive browser [6].
Once ground truth for theses tasks has been created
the answers can be checked automatically.

The aim of this paper is to apply different evaluation ap-
proaches to a video browsing tool and compare the results.
As the focus is on the comparison of evaluation methods
and the same browsing tool is used in all the experiments.
Section 2 describes the research questions and the evalua-
tion procedure, Section 3 presents the obtained results and
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. EVALUATION

2.1 Research Questions
Given the fact that there is no established method for the

evaluation of multimedia browsing we have chosen to apply
both TRECVID style approaches as well as a survey tak-
ing the user experience into account and intend to compare
their results. The retrieval tasks contain a well defined need
for video clips (motivated by scenarios in multimedia post-
production), the question answering tasks are more goal ori-
ented, leaving the description of the needed video clips more
fuzzy. The survey asks about the experiences of the users
when completing the two types of tasks. In particular, we
want to answer the following questions:

Is there a correlation between the results of the retrieval
and question answering tasks and the assessment of the users
in the post-task questions of the survey? We want to know
whether the results from the different approaches yield sim-
ilar or complementary results.

Can the post-task questions of the survey be answered in-
dependently? Surveys aim at giving a more holistic picture
of the user experience. We are thus interested whether the
questions asking about different aspects of the tool can be
treated independently.

Is there a learning effect? Is it evident in the task results
that users achieve better results when using the tool for some
time, and does that correspond to the user’s experience as
expressed in the survey?

2.2 Video Browsing Tool to be Evaluated
The application scenario is that of content management in

the post-production phase of audiovisual media production,
where users deal with large amounts of unedited audiovi-
sual material. A detailed description of the video browsing
tool being evaluated can be found in [3]. The basic work-
flow in the browsing tool is as follows: The user starts from
the complete content set. By selecting one of the available
features the content is clustered according to this feature.
Depending on the current size of the content set, a fraction
of the segments (mostly a few percent or even less) is se-
lected to represent a cluster. The user can then decide to

select a subset of clusters that seems to be relevant and dis-
card the others, or repeat clustering on the current content
set using another feature.

2.3 Materials and Procedure
The survey is independent of the data set used. For the re-

trieval and question answering tasks two data sets are used.
The TRECVID BBC Rushes 2006 data set is the one used
in the TRECVID 2006 rushes exploitation task and con-
sists of about 25 hours of rushes of travel documentaries
(in French). The SEMEDIA data set is a part of the data
collected by BBC1 and CCMA2 in the context of the SEME-
DIA project3 and consists of about 10 hours of edited news
stories and complete news, sports and talk show programs
(in English and Catalan).

Each of the retrieval tasks consists of a one line description
of the synopsis of a video segment. The task is to use the
browsing tool to locate all segments that match the given
textual description. The results are collected in the result
list of the browsing tool and saved at the end of the task.
The result lists are then matched against a list of ground
truth segments created before.

Each question answering task is a multiple choice question
with six statements of which one or more are true. The
question is a description of a scene, where each of the options
are a statement about the scene. The questions are chosen
so that they share the set of relevant video segments with a
corresponding retrieval task.

The survey consists of 3 questionnaires: The pre-test ques-
tionnaire is completed once for each individual user who
takes part in the evaluation before they are trained in the
use of the browsing tool. The post-task questionnaire is
completed after each task that each user finishes during the
experiment. The questions of the post-task questionnaire
are listed in Table 1. The post-test questionnaire is com-
pleted once for each participant after completing the last
task. The questionnaire is largely based on the one used for
the TRECVID 2004 interactive search task [8]. Some ques-
tions that were too specific to retrieval systems have been
discarded and two questions specific to video browsing have
been added to the post-test questionnaire.

The retrieval and question answering tasks as well as the
questionnaires are available at http://semedia.joanneum.

at/resources/.
The evaluation session starts with an introduction of the

browsing tool and an explanation of the evaluation proce-
dure. Then the users have 10 minutes time for getting accus-
tomed to using the browsing tool. Before starting to work on
the tasks the users complete the pre-test part of the survey.

One evaluation session consists of a sequence of 4 retrieval
tasks or a sequence of 4 question answering tasks. The par-
ticipants are evenly divided into 4 groups with varying as-
signment of task types and data sets in order to avoid an
effect of the order on the results. The working time for
one task is 10 minutes including the time to complete the
post-task questionnaire for each task. The users are allowed
to ask staff for technical support about the use of the tool
during the evaluation.

After the 4 tasks the users complete the post-test part of
the survey. The total time for the session is thus about 60

1http://www.bbc.co.uk
2http://www.ccma.cat
3http://www.semedia.org



TVB1 I was familiar with the topic of the query.
TVB3 I found that it was easy to find clips that are relevant.
TVB4 For this topic I had enough time to find enough clips.
TVB5 For this particular topic the tool interface allowed me to do browsing efficiently.
TVB6 For this particular topic I was satisfied with the results of the browsing.

Table 1: Questions of the post-task questionnaire. Possible answers for each of the questions are: not at all,
a little, fairly, quite a bit, very much.

minutes. Users can choose to do one or two sessions. In
the latter case they work on a different type of task and a
different data set in each of the sessions and complete only
one pre-test survey in the first and one post-test survey in
the second session.

2.4 Subjects
The tests have been performed with two groups of users.

One group of users consists of staff of our institute (7 per-
sons not involved with video browsing) and the second group
consists of members of the different partners of the SEME-
DIA project (12 persons: 6 persons from technical partners,
6 persons working in media production and archiving). 15
of them participated in one session consisting of 4 tasks, the
other 4 in 2 sessions (i.e. completed 8 tasks).

In the pre-test part of the survey we have collected in-
formation about the subjects. About 75% of the users are
researchers or faculty staff and two thirds of the users search
the Web or information systems more than once per day.
More than one third of the users never use video retrieval
systems, while about half of the users use them between once
week and once a day, the others more frequently. More than
half of the users were unfamiliar with the tool to be eval-
uated, only 10% were fairly or more familiar with it. Two
thirds had no or little knowledge of the data sets used, only
17% were fairly or more familiar with all of the data.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Correlation between methods
In order to compare the different evaluation approaches we

analyze the correlation between the results. The assumption
is that the F1 scores of a retrieval task and the corresponding
question answering task are correlated, as well as the F1
measures with the answers to the questions TVB3-6 in the
post-task questionnaire of the respective task (cf. Table 1).

The correlation coefficients between the F1 measures of
the retrieval and question answering tasks are r = −0.45
and ρ = −0.33 (p-value 0.41). There is a slightly negative
correlation between the results but no significant one. A
t-test also shows at a significance level of 0.0001 that the
two distributions have different means. We can conclude
that retrieval and question answering tasks are not directly
comparable, even if the users need a very similar result set
to answer each of them.

Table 2 shows the correlation between the task results
(again F1 measures) and the answers to the post-task ques-
tions of the respective task. The retrieval results are only
correlated with question TVB6 at a significance level of 0.10,
i.e. the user’s satisfaction with the browsing result is posi-
tively correlated with the actual retrieval performance.

There is also only one strong correlation for the question
answering task. The F1 measure is correlated with question

TVB1 TVB3 TVB4 TVB5 TVB6

R (F1)
r -0.06 0.27 0.33 0.42 0.62
ρ -0.05 0.21 0.36 0.40 0.71
p 0.91 0.61 0.38 0.33 0.05

Q (F1)
r 0.23 -0.46 -0.80 -0.40 -0.46
ρ 0.33 -0.41 -0.68 -0.16 -0.15
p 0.42 0.31 0.06 0.70 0.73

Table 2: Correlation between F1 measures of re-
trieval (R) and question answering (Q) task results
and the post-task questionnaire (r denotes Pearson’s
product-moment correlation coefficient, ρ denotes
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and p the as-
sociated p-value).

TVB4 at a significance level of 0.10. But this is a negative
correlation, i.e. the users scored worse on the question an-
swering tasks for which they felt to have more time. A possi-
ble explanation is that users feel stressed in cases where they
encounter many video segments that match the query but
think they have more time than when they only encounter
few relevant ones.

3.2 Independence of post-task questions
After each retrieval or question answering task the users

answer the questions listed in Table 1. The correlation
among the questions is shown in Table 3. There is a strong
correlation among the questions TVB3, TVB4, TVB5 and
TVB6, that can be accepted at a significance level of 0.10,
in two cases even at a level of 0.01. These results show that
it is difficult for the user to judge certain aspects separately
(e.g. whether the tool was helpful in this case). Instead a
general impression of the browsing experience is rated, in-
cluding the satisfaction with the tool and with the results
and the impression to have sufficient time.

The familiarity with the topic is not or only very weakly
correlated with the other aspects. There is only a corre-
lation with the perceived easiness of the task (ρ = 0.67 at
significance level 0.10), i.e. the task seems easier for users
who are familiar with the topic. However, they do not feel
that they have more time or achieve more satisfying results
than others.

3.3 Learning effect
We analyze this by looking for trends in the results achieved

for the 4 tasks done in one session. As we have four different
sequences of tasks, two different data sets and the tasks are
done in different order by different users, the difficulty of
individual tasks does not influence the trend. As expected,
some of the measures (such as the familiarity with the search
topic) do not show a clear pattern, but some seem to have a
trend. If we fit a linear trend function to the data we get a
clear trend for two of the questions: TVB4 (sufficient time,



TVB3 TVB4 TVB5 TVB6

TVB1
r 0.33 0.27 0.43 0.36
ρ 0.67 0.50 0.54 0.33
p 0.07 0.20 0.17 0.43

TVB3
r 0.90 0.86 0.86
ρ 0.86 0.86 0.64
p 0.01 0.01 0.08

TVB4
r 0.67 0.81
ρ 0.64 0.74
p 0.09 0.03

TVB5
r 0.84
ρ 0.67
p 0.07

Table 3: Correlation among questions of the post-
task questionnaire (r denotes Pearson’s product-
moment correlation coefficient, ρ denotes Spear-
man’s rank correlation coefficient and p the associ-
ated p-value). The questions TVB1 through TVB6
are listed in Table 1.

slope 0.22) and TVB6 (satisfaction with results, slope 0.19).
The longer users work with the tool the higher is their satis-
faction with the results and they perceive the working time
as more sufficient.

The question is whether this trend can also be measured
in the task results. When fitting a trend function to the re-
sults of the question answering tasks, we get slopes of −0.06
for precision and −0.04 for recall, i.e. no clear trend can
be seen, especially not a positive trend as in the survey an-
swers. For the retrieval tasks the trend function for precision
has a slope of 0.12 and that for recall of 0.01. The user’s
perception is supported by the precision values of the re-
trieval task, although the increase is not as strong as in the
survey answers. The fact that the satisfaction is more re-
lated to precision than to recall can be explained as follows.
The users know only about the video segments they have
found, i.e. not about the correct ones not found that would
be measured by recall. Thus the perceived quality of the
results depends on how well the segments in the result set
match the query, which correlates with precision.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have applied two TRECVID style fact-

finding approaches and a user survey to the evaluation of a
video browsing tool. We analyze the correlation between the
results of the different methods, whether different aspects
can be evaluated independently with the survey, and if a
learning effect can be measured with the different methods.

In general the results show (not unexpectedly) that espe-
cially the recall scores are rather low in such an application.
This is definitely an issue that needs to be addressed in fu-
ture work in video browsing. We are especially interested in
comparing the different evaluation approaches.

We can conclude that the retrieval task correlates better
with the user experience according to the survey than the
question answering tasks. As retrieving relevant content is
also closer to the real-world application of the tool than
finding facts about the content, it seems to be the more
appropriate evaluation method in this case, although it is
a costly method due to the efforts for data set and ground
truth preparation.

It turns out that the survey rather measures the general
user experience while different aspects of the usability can-
not be analyzed independently. This means that surveys
are rather suitable for comparing the general usability of
tools for certain applications than for getting information
about strengths and weaknesses of a certain tool. However,
it would be interesting to apply surveys to a comparative
evaluation of two tools that differ in one aspect and see if
the influence of this aspect on the results can be measured.
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